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REFLECTIONS

 On a cloudless December morning (4 Dec 2020) and with its refection captured in the flooded

field, a 2-car Cl 158 traverses Whalley Viaduct at 08.20 with a Clitheroe - Manchester service.

Photo: Brian Haworth
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COLD MORNING DEPARTURE

Under a grey sky and over melting snow, a 153/158 combo, 158817 on the rear,

departs Whalley for Manchester Victoria at 09.35 on 10 January 2021.

Photo: Brian Haworth
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Major Update for RVR Website

Following Nigel Kirby’s sad passing we were in a bit of a dilemma regarding our website.

It was decided a complete re-design would benefit everyone, mainly encourage members and others to

use it.  So with that in mind, set your browser to https://www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk/ Although some of

the content is from what Nigel assembled, much of it is new.  We’ve tried to structure things to strike a

balance between minimalism and enough content to be interesting, but whether that balance is right is

largely a decision for the site’s users rather than the authors!  So we’d welcome your comments –

usability, what you find useful, what you look at, ideas about how the site could be better, topics we

could add.  Whilst the over-riding concern was to keep the structure of a newsletter, a website gives lots

of room for other content, too.  So, while you’ll find items that aren’t dissimilar to those in RVRNews

 (eg From the Chair https://www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk/from-the-chair ), there are brief news items

(eg  https://www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk/news ) along with many more in-depth articles

(eg click here or see below for a couple of snippets from there) with ideas from previously.

There’s the type of reference information that you might expect to find on a website

 ( https://www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk/events-people )

 along with a contact form, of course, ( https://www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk/contact ).

Use that to send us your thoughts, preferably about the website!

The site has been designed so it will work on all sorts of devices, so whether you have

a desktop, laptop, tablet, or smartphone you should be able to view it just fine.  Indeed, since I don’t

have all those, comments from a variety of platforms are more than welcome (don’t forget to mention

what you’re using).  And on that theme, purely by navigating around and searching, you’re “teaching”

Google and helping others who want to visit later.  There’s nothing to install and no need to log in.

Images are from the RVR website where they’re fully acknowledged : those above are

courtesy of Brian Haworth and Simon Clarke.

Neil Weaver

email : nw.yorks@gmail.com
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Above:

NOW

On 4 Feb 2021, a 156/153 combo forming the

10.35 Coe – M/c is completely empty except for

Driver and the Guard. A lot of work will need to

be done, post-COVID, to bring passengers back.

Photo: Brian Haworth

Above:

THEN

Heritage in the making! Back in 1987, on one of

the early Ribble Valley RailDays, a packed

142049 leaves Clitheroe bound for Blackburn and

Preston.

Photo: Brian Haworth collection
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Ribble Valley Rail
www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk

The User Group of the Ribble Valley Line

Hon.Secretary: Peter Eastham

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 34th Annual General Meeting of Ribble Valley Rail will be held

on Saturday 27th March  at 14-00 via Zoom. If you wish to participate

please forward your email address to margebirch@icloud.com

AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence.

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held 6th April 2019

3. Matters arising from the minutes.

4. Chairman’s  Report.

5. Treasurer’s Report and adoption of accounts

6. Membership Secretary’s Report.

7. Other Reports.

8. Election of Officers and Committee.

9. Any other business

10. Date and venue of 35th Annual General Meeting 2022.

Members are asked to note:

1.Any member can put forward his/her name to serve on the Committee.   Please write to the

Secretary at least 7 days prior to the AGM if you wish to serve as an active Committee

Member.   Places not filled by prior nomination will be filled at the AGM.

2.Nominations for the posts of Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer will not be

accepted on the day of the AGM.   Please send nominations at least 7days before the meeting.

3. Any Member wishing to propose a motion for discussion at the AGM should notify the

Secretary in writing at least 7 days prior to the meeting.   Matters for discussion not otherwise

notified will be considered at the discretion of the Chairman under Any other business..

P.Eastham, Hon.Secretary
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RVRNews copy dates

 Spring/Summer deadline 1st Mon in  J une 2021, publication by July meeting.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS & DIARY DATES 2020

RVR Monthly meetings suspended for the present

RVR WHO’S WHO & OTHER USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Hon Life Vice-Presidents: Alan & Sheila Kay

Chairman: Marjorie Birch, 01200 441549

Hon Sec: Peter Eastham, 79 Rogersfield, Langho, Blackburn, BB6 8HD  01254 240830

Hon Treasurer: David J Butterworth, 72 Fairfield Drive, Clitheroe, BB7 2PS 01200 425750

RVRNews Compiler &

RVR Membership Sec: Bill Briggs  01254 854474

55 Bank Head Lane, Hoghton, PRESTON, PR5 0AB e-mail bill.rvrnews@gmail.com

FoR&WS: Peter Eastham 01254 240830

FoLS: Brian Haworth (FoS Co-ordinator) 01254 247844

FoWS: Alan Scholfield 01254 823140

FoCS: Marjorie Birch 01200 441549

BT Police: Railwatch Freephone 0800 40 50 40

Network Rail National Helpline  08457 11 41 41

Network Rail NWPress Office, Square One, 4 Travis Street, Manchester, M1 2NY 0161 880 3142

Northern Rail customer helpline 0845 600 1159

Train running information 0870 602 3322

RVR website: www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk

Community Rail Partnership Website: www.communityraillancashire.co.uk

N.B. Views expressed in RVRNews, ascribed or otherwise, are to be taken as those of the writer and

may not represent either the views or policy of Ribble Valley Rail itself, unless otherwise specified.

 Facing page:

HERITAGE UNDER THREAT

With news that Highways England is looking to demolish some disused railway structures,

could beautiful stone bridges, such as this one at Simonstone on the  North Lancashire Loop

(Great Harwood and  Padiham line) be  at risk?           Photo: Brian Haworth

[As a young girl, my late Mother would have been familiar with this bridge, over 100 years ago,

when her father was Station Master at Simonstone, WB]
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From the Chair

A belated Happy New Year!

After cancelling our AGM in 2020 we are now planning for a virtual meeting

in March. If you wish to join the committee or nominate someone for the role of

Chair, Vice-Chair, or Secretary please contact Peter Eastham on

p.eastham@talktalk.net or by phone by 13th March.

During the pandemic we have been fortunate to retain our hourly service but,

as anticipated, there have been very few passengers. RVR has endeavoured to keep

passengers informed by displaying new timetables at our stations.

The Restoring Your Railway project is making good progress with the consultants

Stantec meeting with interested parties, parish councils other organisations along the

line.

The questions they are seeking answers to are:

How would you see improved connectivity benefiting those residing in your

community in terms of access to education, jobs and key services?

If services were extended beyond Hellifield, do you think there would be

greater benefit, to those within your community, in extending services eastbound

towards Skipton, or westbound towards Settle and points beyond towards Carlisle?

If additional services were provided south of Clitheroe, where do you think,

for those within your community, the most beneficial connections would be to i.e.

enhancing the service frequency to Manchester Victoria, or a new direct connection

to Preston?

As this will be my last “From the Chair”, I would like to thank the committee

and members of RVR for their support over the last nine years and I will continue to

support the work of RVR as a member of the committee.

Marjorie Birch

Membership
Of the 59 members whose subscriptions were due for renewal at the

end of 2020, only 10 remain unrenewed. All the e-subscribers’ subs are up-to-date.

Since the previous RVRNews we welcome two new members:

Mr John G Barnes of Blackburn and Mr Andrew Longworth of Windsor.

The deaths of two members have been noted with regret:

P John Pinder (RVR 323) and Kevin Jackman (RVR 088), as has that of the late Mrs

Judith Dawson, a longstanding supporter of RVR. [See Obituaries, page 18]

Bill Briggs (RVR Membership Secretary)
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became known as the Agricultural Hall. It is assumed that it was here that the stock for the

various Co-operative Retail Society outlets was stored - a remarkable change from The Palace.

The building changed hands yet again, just three years later, when it was argued

that Clitheroe had no hall suitable for large social functions and meetings and the building

passed into the control of a small company, the members of which placed the premises at the

disposal of the public for social and other events. Known as the Queen’s Hall, it quickly

became the centre of social activity in Clitheroe being used every Saturday evening for

dancing with a small section of the Borough Band providing the music. The very first function

was a Fancy Dress Ball held on Friday 24th August 1923 for which the hall was renovated and

made spick and span before the big opening.

Later came the conversion from the offices used by the CWS to a delightful café

named Johnson’s which served tea, coffee, ice-cream, cakes etc., not only to the dancers but

also to visitors travelling to Clitheroe by train, much of Johnson’s trade being provided by

railway passengers. [I remember the Johnsons in the 1950s when they operated the Palace

Café. They made their own ice-cream on the premises. Mr Johnson was a big chap with a

pronounced limp (WW1 wound, I think) and he drove a massive black pre-war Daimler

motor car. As I recall, he died about 1955 and Mrs Johnson sold up and the Palace Café

closed. WB] Another proposal put to the council at the time was to mark out a tennis court on

the dancefloor. There is no evidence that the plans were passed since the first recorded game

of tennis in Clitheroe was played elsewhere and at a later date.

The Queen’s Hall did not fail in its intention to be a “distinct acquisition to the

town”. During its “reign” part of the building was sectioned off and used as a billiard hall. The

fourteen billiard tables occupied the leisure time of many keen billiard players. Evidently, the

Billiard Hall remained popular and well-used during the 1930s when the building was, once

again, taken over by yet another different company. This time it was Preston Farmers who

used the premises for storing agricultural products.

Preston Farmers occupied the building for an astonishing thirty-seven years before

moving to Gisburn. They sold to a local businessman, Hilary Blake, who manufactured and

sold Dry Egg Cleaning Machinery which, at the time, was somewhat revolutionary. It had

been proposed to the Government that all egg-cleaning machines should be of this type and

it was at this point that Hilary Blake bought the premises.

Unfortunately, the proposition was not passed and the business did not really take

off. In 1974, after seven years trading, he sold out to Mr Maxwell Dawson, the “Son” of R E

Dawson & Son, who moved his ironmongery and fireplace business from Parson Lane to

King Street. At the time the move was thought by many to be very adventurous as it was

made during the “Three Day Week” period and they had great difficulty in trading owing to

the fact they had to work without electric light for much of the time.

However, the move proved very successful, so much so that Dawson’s (The

Department Store) has become one of the most successful businesses in the town selling

everything from ironmongery, tools, electrical goods and paint to gardening equipment,

cookware, pictures and bedding. In recent times the former Palace Café has been reincarnated

in the form of Maxwells Café and Wine Bar and is also well worth a visit. There appears to be

no reason why the Dawson family business’s occupation of the premises shouldn’t eclipse

that of Preston Farmers by some way, as the fourth generation of Dawsons has been heavily

involved for the last few years.
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AGM 2020

The 2020 RVR AGM is presently postponed due to the COVID 19 pandemic. Following the precedent

set by other organisations all officers and committee members will remain in post during

the restrictions of the pandemic.An AGM will be organised as soon as we are permitted and we will

advertise the venue, date and time accordingly. 

CHAIR’S REPORT

When I wrote this report COVID19 wasn’t something that we were aware of. Life has

changed for all of us over the last few weeks and I hope that you and your families are all safe and well.

Unfortunately one of our committee, Joan Moore, contracted the virus and was in hospital in Blackburn.

I’m pleased to say that she is now back home and making a steady recovery.

Infrastructure works have ensured that all platforms can accommodate 4-car units, with

extensive work being currently undertaken at Entwistle. Ticket machines have been installed at all

stations with the line now becoming a Penalty Fare line. Sadly the Interchange at Clitheroe is now

closed which leaves passengers with only part of a waiting shelter available in inclement weather.

Performance upto December 2019 was poor, particularly on Sundays, and with the start of

2020 we began to see improvements with just 27 cancellations within a four-week period. Just when we

thought things were getting back on track we learned of the change in the franchise agreement.  With

effect from the 1st March the Office of Last Resort took the franchise into public ownership, with a new

managing director Nick Donovan and a new company Northern Trains Ltd. With the onset of the

pandemic there has not been any opportunity to assess the effects of that change. We have been very

fortunate that our timetable has not been changed allowing essential workers to travel to their place of

work.

2019 saw Ribble Valley Rail and the Partnership celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the

reopening of the line, in May 1994, with an event at Ribble Valley Council Chamber on 6th June. This

was preceded by an outing on the DalesRail to Carlisle on 12th May.  During that period the line has

developed from a rural line to a busy commuter line taking passengers from the Ribble Valley and

Blackburn to Universities and businesses in Bolton and Manchester. October saw the introduction of

mini timetables for the line. These were well received by businesses in Clitheroe and Whalley resulting

in a reprint within a month. In the current situation they are not being printed for the May timetable

change.

Projects at stations have involved young people from Northern, schools and colleges. At

Clitheroe the Northern Apprentices, together with pupils from Brookside and St. Michael and St

John’s Schools, provided new signing from the station into Clitheroe and artwork related to transport

on each of the platforms. The Partnership provided a new display board, which houses a new map of

Clitheroe.  Working with Connecting East Lancashire, students from Blackburn College and Ribblelsdale

High School have been working with an artist to make the station more visible. Signage and artwork will

be displayed at the station.

The stations along the line have benefitted from the involvement of Friends and In Bloom

groups with the flower tubs producing colorful displays. Funding was received from Whalley, Langho

and Wilpshire Parish Councils together with Station adoption funding.

Sadly, in October our Webmaster and magazine compiler, Nigel Kirby, passed away after a

short illness, leaving a huge void in our organization. He took over the website from Colin Carr and

found great satisfaction in updating the various photo galleries. We have fortunately retained the

domain name.

After many months of discussion Clitheroe Interchanged closed on 5th February 2020 as no

suitable organization could be found to continue to provide the service.

It looks like it will be many months yet before things begin to get back to normal and our

Friends of Stations will be allowed back to care for the stations. Thank you to everyone at RVR for your

ongoing commitment to the development of the line and the service.

Marjorie Birch
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Clitheroe’s Palace of Varieties

This article first appeared in RVRN75 (Spring 2006). It was, adapted from a GCE ‘A’ Level

project written by Sarah Bishop, when she was a pupil at Clitheroe Royal Grammar School.

Later that year she was to become Mrs Simon Dawson.

Have you ever wandered around Clitheroe’s only “department store” and thought

seriously about how this stylish building came to be “Dawson’s The Department Store” or

pondered what preceded the gardening equipment, crockery, tools, gifts, cleaning goods,

luggage, pet food etc., etc.? Believe it or not 54-56 King Street is thought by many Clitheronians

to be the most fascinating building in the town.

The story began in 1883 when a proposal for the erection of a grand “Albert Hall”

was passed by the Town Council. The building as to be constructed of brick and comprise one

main room,  a vestry  and a gallery and, hopefully, accommodate about 500 people. Work on

the building began with the laying of the cornerstones which was celebrated with a splendid

procession of the members of the Gospel Army Mission, the group promoting the building of

the hall. The Gospel Army Brass Band accompanied the procession, preceded by three

individuals carrying the banners of the “Clitheroe Brigade” followed by a number of females

playing tambourines. Crowds of people flocked to see the procession on a beautiful day.

Mrs Frankland who participated in laying the first stone hoped that the Hall might

long be used for the “moral and spiritual good of the people of Clitheroe”. Sadly, her dream

may have been shattered when shareholders outside Clitheroe failed to meet the first call of

half a crown a share and work on the building was discontinued after the Hall had been partly

built.

In 1909, however, 56 King Street was sold by George Hunter Garnett Orme to a

company which promised to revolutionise the entertainment industry. The new craze sweeping

the town was roller-skating! The establishment was bought by Clitheroe Roller-skating Rink

Company Ltd., for what would be seen now as a snip at a mere £500.  However, Clitheroe was

some way behind Blackburn and Burnley where the sport had been pursued for a staggering

fifteen years. The “Empress Rink” therefore hit Clitheroe with a bang. A “grand opening day”

was held on October 20th, a day on which Clitheronians, young and old, enjoyed a thrilling

day roller-skating free of charge.

The rink, accommodating a marvellous skating surface of 7,000 square feet, proved

tremendously popular and King Street, conveniently situated close to the railway station was

an excellent choice. A magnificent maple floor was laid and skaters were assured of every

comfort with a refreshment room downstairs and a tea-room on the balcony where visitors

could watch the daring skaters dashing and whirling below. In addition, music was supplied

by a full string band.

Gradually, however, fashions changed and the popularity of skating declined. In

1915 people wanted the new thrill of the cinema and the name of the building was changed to

the Palace Theatre. Here the famous silent movies were shown with, perhaps, a little background

music provided by an able musician. To many it was known as the Palace of Varieties, the sheer

size of the building making it perfect for attracting the crowds. In 1916 the Palace Café was

built on the corner of the building and, no doubt, thrived with the trade from the Palace’s vast

number of visitors.

However, trade began to slow down and in 1920 the Palace Theatre Ltd went into

liquidation, was forced to sell to the Co-operative Wholesale Society and 56 King Street
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Treasurer’s Report

The Treasurer’s Reports for the year to 31 Jan 2020 and to 31 Jan 2021 will be given to RVR

Members at the Virtual  on  AGM 27 March 2021. D J Butterworth (Hon Treasurer)

RVR Membership Report prepared for AGM 21 March 2020

Since the 2019 AGM RVR has recorded 1 death, that of Nigel Kirby, a loss of inestimable

proportions. 1 new member. 1 created Hon Life. 61 memberships were due for renewal at 31

January 2020. 2 have declined to renew and 12 have, so far, failed to renew. As usual, a small

number of the previous year’s defaulters paid late.

RVR currently has:  130 paid-up subscribing members and 5 Honorary Life Members.

16 of those members (including one member in Thailand and a family in France) receive

RVRNews via e-mail, as do an increasing number of rail industries, press, other User Gps, MPs,

and local authority people.

Remember if you receive RVRN via e-mail:

a) you receive it before anyone else b) always in full colour  c) you save RVR not only printing

costs but also, the ever-increasing postage.

Normally, about 50 copies of each issue of RVRNews are hand-delivered so saving

over £100 per annum but, despite annual increases in postage and the printing costs borne

solely by RVR, the subscriptions have been held at the same rates as from 1st April 2018,

largely due to three factors: 1) the change of printer, 2) a decrease in the number of hard copies

needing to be produced on account of the increasing number of members and others taking

RVRN via e-mail 3) reducing the number of issues to three per year

Members should note that the total cost of having to post out reminders separately

from the Autumn edition of RVRNews means a loss to RVR of over 10% of an Individual

Member’s current Annual Subscription.  This year, with the drastically reduced cost per copy

of RVRNews, it was possible to send out the reminders with the February edition. However,

the late-payers will have to wait until June for their Membership Cards!

Once again, I’d like to thank all those members who have renewed, particularly those

who renewed before 31st January, for their continuing support.   Both the Treasurer and I

would like to thank all those members who included a donation with their subs renewals.

About 40% have included a donation.

And finally, a cry from the heart. If you change your address (and, especially, your e-

mail address) please inform me promptly so that I can make all the necessary adjustments in

good time. W A Briggs (Membership Secretary)

Horrocksford Runaway Cement Wagon 9 March 2020 [see RVRNs128/129]

The RAIB report, published on 23 December 2020 made three recommendations:-

1) GB Railfreight should work with the owners of industrial premises to improve its

assessment of the risks of runaway vehicles. 2) Hanson UK should assure itself that a

suitable and sufficient risk assessment has been undertaken for all rail operations taking

place on its site. 3) Freight operating companies review the adequacy of the processes

followed for stabling vehicles on a gradient using handbrakes, particularly if a laden

vehicle is to be left on its own.

RAIB also issued reminders of the importance of: 1) scheduled examinations of wagons

taking place on or before their due dates. 2) preserving items of evidence required for

safety investigations.     [All for the lack of a wooden scotch! WB]
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His daughter, Fiona says that three words sum up John: kind, reliable,

dependable. John died on 9 June 2020, a month after being diagnosed with metastatic

carcinoma of the prostate.

I had rather lost touch until we met again at an Old Clitheronians’

Association Annual Dinner, probably mid-90s, when he was in practice in

Llanfairfechan. Prompted by his cousin Alison’s husband, Alan Egar (RVR 225),

John joined RVR in about 1995 and attended a number of RVR Annual Dinners. I am

particularly indebted to John’s elder daughter, Mrs Fiona Davis, for her biographical

input. To all John’s family RVR extends sincere condolences.  WB

Kevin Jackman (RVR 088)

One of RVR’s original members, Kevin was born in Hellifield on 28 June

1948 and enjoyed watching trains from a very young age. His grandfather, Jack Cook,

was a Hellifield engine driver. He spent many happy hours on the station and travelled

by train to watch Blackburn Rovers as well to Blackpool for summer holidays and

Morecambe for day trips.

When Hellifield shed closed in the 1960s, the family moved to Harrow

where Kevin worked for Royal Mail before moving to Wroxham in 1999 to run a B&B

for 15 years. Ill-health caused him to retire to Horning in 2014 but he still managed to

visit preserved railways, and Hellifield at least once a year, before his health deteriorted

and he died on 27 October 2020.

Kevin’s RVR Membership has been taken over by his friend Alan to whom

I am indebted for the biographical details and extend RVR’s sincere condolences. WB

Judith  Dawson

I think that not just RVR, but the whole of Clitheroe was saddened by

Judith’s death, on 16 October  2020, after a long battle with cancer. She was born,

Judith Ridehalgh, in  Burnley on 23 August 1949, attended Westholme School, Blackburn,

and was a member of Clitheroe Parish Church Youth Group.  After Manchester Teacher

Training College, she taught in a number of local junior schools, particularly Simonstone.

She married Robin Dawson (also a CPCYG member) in 1971. She and

Robin had three children, Mandy, Simon, and Stephen.

After Robin’s sudden death in 1992, she gave up teaching  and, ably

assisted by Robin’s father, Maxwell (who had already retired), became the driving

force behind  Dawsons Department Store in King St. [see page 20]

The association between RVR and Dawsons goes back to the very early

days with support for the Clitheroe Parish Church Clitheronian charter trains and the

RVR Santa Specials, later enhanced by the rapport with the late Nigel Kirby. RVR was

the first to be informed of the LYR boundary stone discovered in the foundations of the

King Street premises.

The late Peter Moore and I had the pleasure of knowing four generations

of the Dawsons, and I am particularly indebted to Mandy for checking the biographical

details. To all Judith’s family RVR extends sincere condolences.  WB
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Are we the public transport poor relations?

Whether we like it or not the UK is now a ‘third country’.  According to the London

based UK government we are no longer beholden to regulations imposed by the EU, although

recent experience demonstrates that, at least with respect to trade, the EU regs are still king.

The anti-EU brigade would prefer us not to make comparisons but at least in the sphere of

public transport many European countries have so much to teach us.

The Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland each have public transport systems which

successfully serve the needs of existing and potential users. In contrast within most of the

UK we have to put up with a haphazard, disjointed transport operation which is neither

efficient nor economic, so hardly successful.

Taking Switzerland as the prime example, there is a nationwide expectation that every

settlement of over 300 persons is entitled to an hourly public transport provision, normally a

bus but sometimes a train. Where a group of settlements form a corridor which aggregates

potential demand a half-hourly service is provided. Where there is greater demand or within

larger settlements a 15 minute service is provided. Each regular ‘clockface’ service operates

from 06.00 till midnight each day of the week. Train services do not compete with bus services

on the same line of route.

Crucially the services from outlying and corridor settlements are timetabled in such a

way that they smoothly connect, both inward and outward, with clockface timetabled longer

distance train services. Connection times of 4 minutes are not unusual. Helpfully the Swiss

Railways (SBB) timetable on the web provides times not just for trains but also every other

form of public transport – bus, ship, funicular, cable car, etc. On the web it also provides a map

overview of the planned journey and, most importantly, states the overall cost of that journey.

In contrast to most of the UK one ticket is purchased for the complete journey, normally these

days by smartcard. Switzerland holds the record for hosting a totally integrated, non-

competitive public transport system which is financially supported by the government and

loved by all.

Contrast all that with our neck of the woods!  Consider the journey from Waddington

village to Manchester Royal Infirmary. Discover that there is a bus at 10.38 (bus stop timetable

or the web), arrive Clitheroe Interchange 10.45, wait 40 minutes for the Manchester train to

depart (because the service is only hourly), arrive Salford Crescent 12.32, leave on the V1 bus

at 12.39, arrive near the Infirmary at 13.04. Three separate travel tickets are required in each

direction. And it’s never easy, sometimes impossible, to discover the bus fares in advance.

All this because of a total lack of joined-up thinking between the various transport

operators, with an obvious lack of a regulatory body, in contrast to the situation in Switzerland

and Trasse Schweiz. In England at least, with the notable exception of London, any inter-

operator consultation would be legally frowned upon by the Competition and Markets

Authority. This is an institutionalised way of deterring users of public transport. What a

crazy and unhelpful state of affairs!

David Butterworth
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Obituaries

Peter John Pinder (RVR 232)

John was born in Clitheroe on 24 October 1942. Both his parents both

worked in the cotton mills whilst his uncle, Donald Pinder, had the dental practice in

Wellgate. John attended St James’s School and, from 1954 to 1961, Clitheroe Royal

Grammar School. Popular at CRGS, John acquired a number of nicknames, all courtesy

of his St James’s contemporary, the late Alan Sims. A now dwindling elite came to

know him as “Tom”, but that’s another story.  At CRGS, though not particularly

interested in football, John’s stature made him quite a good goalkeeper and he also

“enjoyed” a few outings in the Rugby XV.  His interest in amateur dramatics may

well have stemmed from his show-stopping performance as Matthew Skipps (the

rag and bone man) in a CRGS School Play, Christopher Fry’s The Lady’s Not For

Burning.

Having been put off applying for Veterinary School by the Careers

Master, John left CRGS with ‘A ‘ Levels in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, and

obtained a BSc in Agriculture at Leeds University. It was at a Leeds University

Students’ Union dance that he met his future wife, Sylvia. Having been asked to

dance and enduring John’s “dreadnoughts” treading on her feet, all evening, she

accepted his offer of a lift home. Thinking “Cold night, warm car”, she was surprised

to find herself on the back of a scooter zipping through the freezing Yorkshire winter

night! They were married in September 1965 - the start of over 54 years of loving

marriage. Sylvia suggested that John pursue his interest in becoming a vet after

completing his agriculture degree. He was accepted at Edinburgh University Veterinary

School, graduating in 1969.

John’s first job as a vet was in the Yorkshire Dales. Subsequently, he

and his family lived and worked in Oxfordshire, Hampshire, Devon, New Zealand,

North Yorkshire (twice), Scotland, and North Wales, where he and Sylvia built up a

successful one-man Practice in Llanfairfechan, before semi-retiring to Corner House

Farm in Edgerly, Shropshire, where he became an active member Kinnerley Parish

Council, the Kinnerley & Knockin Breakfast Club, and the Borders Model Railway

Club.

Kindness and generosity defined him. His children  would very happily

assist him on farms and in the Surgery with animals large and small. Professionally

and at home, John and Sylvia were a team, his home life being intimately linked to

his work.

John’s red hair and pale white skin led him to grow a bushy red beard

in New Zealand, in the 1970s, in order to avoid sunburn, and he never removed it.

He had a love of gadgets. His engineering was ingenious, though his electrical wiring

didn’t always conform to EU standards, and he loved his vegetable plot. A family

man, he and Sylvia raised three children: Fiona, Andrew and Emma, and were proud

grandparents of four.
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THE CHATBURN  DERAILMENT  27th FEBRUARY 1928      Brian Haworth

As the anniversary of the Chatburn derailment approaches, I thought it would be good

to revisit the reports of the event.

On Sunday 27 February 1927, the 2-34 pm up express passenger train,

comprising five bogie coaches and one horse box, derailed just south of Chatburn

station, where this express service did not call.

The loco ended up in the 6 foot, buried to its axles and leaning towards the down

line. The leading coach derailed and the second followed suit but overturned onto its

side.

The third coach derailed and straddled the the up line. All the stock was damaged.

There were between 30 and 35 passengers on the train and just two complained of

shock or minor injury.

The investigation highlighted three possible causes for the accident;  the speed of

the train, the condition of the track, and the violent and sudden oscillation of the engine

immediately prior to its derailment.

The locomotive involved was a Lancashire and Yorkshire 2-4-2 radial tank No

10835. Built in 1898/99, it had run 24,000 miles since its last last general repair at

Horwich in April 1927.

After the incident the loco was towed dead to Lower Darwen sheds for inspection

and, considering the incident, it had  suffered remarkably little damage.

The train’s coaching stock consisted of  LMS 12913 Bogie Third Brake /

LMS11534 Bogie  Composite / LMS 12890 Bogie Third Compo / L&Y 1192 Bogie

Third / M&NB 36 Corridor Bogie Composite / LNER Horse Box 1048.

Any news of the horse? WB

Clitheroe Gasworks Bridge Oil Leak

RVR had  previously made representations, but an angry Clitheroe resident blasted

Network Rail for allowing oil to seep onto the footpath under Gasworks Bridge. He

told LT [15 Jan 2021] that his dog’s paws were covered in oil and that a lady had

fallen and hurt herself, yet the oil was still there. He alleged that it was coming from

trains waiting in the station and that rectification would cause much disruption and

expense. Network Rail said that the clean-up, which included the underpass and the

stone abutment, started in December. If a temporary closure became necessary, local

people would be given advance notice.

Information supplied to RVR indicates that the oil is not coming from diesel

units as the ballast laid in November is still clean. Network Rail is monitoring the

situation, weekly. If the problem persists, Network Rail will consider more drastic

measures. The road gives access to the northbound platform, the housing estate built

on the former gasworks site, the long-term carpark, and the Royal Mail Sorting Office.
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ON THE LINE

The ongoing COVID situation and the second lockdown has seen passenger

numbers fall dramatically with the normal three coach sets running around carrying

fresh air most of the time.

The regular formation on the route seems to have settled down to either a class

158/153 combination or a 156 /153 combination. It’s such a shame that the many

refurbished trains are  running about empty and many of the passengers who are not

travelling due to lockdown restrictions won’t have even see the massive improvements

which Northern have brought about to the rolling stock.

Freight traffic has continued to run with cement traffic, timber traffic, stone

traffic, china clay empties, and infrastructure flows all using Ribble Valley line metals.

At the moment, the highlight has been the return of the timber service hauled by one of

Colas Rail’s class 70s which certainly raise the echoes when coming up Langho bank.

A class 70 is also booked for the  Mountsorrel /Carlisle stone service which has now

become a regular flow. Beware, if you go out to view this as, more often than not, it

runs an hour early .

At Ramsgreave & Wilpshire, Network Rail contractors have set up a base camp

at the old crossing west of station. Trees have been cut back from the embankment in

preparation for platform lengthening. [See photo on previous page.]

The engineers’ service 6K05 continues to throw up interesting traction. Booked

for a class 66, it very often, particularly on a Monday, has dead locos hitching a lift

back to Crewe after being used on weekend engineering works. On Monday 1st Feb  no

less than four locomotives were in the consist 66303,520,572 and 518 and made a fine

sight heading up the bank.

Flooding has caused problems for RVL services on several occasions since the

start of the year. On 14/1 flooding at Billington stopped services for a time with water

flowing onto and running along the trackbed. On the 19/1 similar problems arose in the

same location causing train cancellations. The following day, flooding again took place

with some cancellations in the morning. Then at 19.00 all services over the route were

cancelled, on Network Rails recommendations. A few morning services were cancelled

on the 21/1.

During January, the timber service to Chirk has been worked by

70807,70802,70812,70815 and 70806, the Mountsorrel stone working by

70812,70806,70815, and the Cement by 66741,66716 and 66752. Also, during January,

the Engineers’, has been worked by 66421,66126,66301, 66108, 66434, 66429, 66422,

66423, 66559, 66303, and 37424.

In addition, the china clay slurry has been noted a couple of times with 66736

and 66731 noted. On 29/1 37116/37194 worked the Network Rail test train in both

directions over the RVL. Class 37 37424 ran a couple of Carlisle /Preston /Preston /

Skipton route-learning diagrams.

Brian Haworth
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An extract from the Northern Regional Stakeholder Manager update

The rail industry is looking at ways in which to ‘build back better’ from COVID

and 14 January saw the Department for Transport launch an important consultation

looking at timetable options to improve rail performance in the north of England. We

would encourage all stakeholders to review the three detailed options and respond to

this piece of work. This will help us, and other operators, to develop more reliable

services for all of our customers who use services which start, terminate, or travel

through, central Manchester:

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/timetable-options-to-improve-

rail-performance-in-the-north-of-england. 

Looking Back
Two pictures from our archive of John Matthews photographs

Above: On 12 July 1980 a Carlisle – Preston DalesRail DMU heads south past Wilpshire SB

on its journey via the Ribble Valley and S&C lines. Photo: John Matthews

Below:On 2 May 1990 31237 is about to swing north onto Whalley viaduct with 2Z01

inspection special from Preston to Carlisle (Note saloon 999501). Photo: John Matthews
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Ranger, West Yorkshire Day Ranger, Heart of Wales Circular, North Wales Rover and the

Lakes Day Ranger, including buses and a Windermere cruise!

Where to - anywhere we can fit into a reasonable day!

Favourite - the most magnificent circular tour starts on our doorstep, Cumbrian Coast  and

the Settle & Carlisle. Travel from Skipton (or stations north) to Carnforth, coffee in the Brief

Encounter, Barrow, Carlisle, one of two Wetherspoons round the corner and back to Skipton.

Warning - do not miss the poor Staff Car Park signs at Skipton to avoid a £50 fine which is

not negotiable!  These are all Northern services so the £10 ticket works very well.

We have almost completed every route under Northern but they do change, of course.

If anybody is interested in more detail or advice, please contact

 alan_scholfield@hotmail.com

Which visit and lunch venues?

Think Tank museum, Birmingham

Lawnmower museum, Southport

Submarine (U2) museum, Birkenhead

Middlesborough transporter bridge

Tram to Fleetwood, ferry to Knott End almost

Crich tramway museum

Glasgow Science and Engineering museum

Ffestiniog railway

Ravenglas and Eskdale railway

Eureka, Halifax

York Railway Museum, with the wives

Vulcan at Doncaster Airport

Leeds Armouries

Falkirk Wheel, via Edinburgh and Glasgow

and including a barge trip on the wheel

Hat Museum, Air Raid Shelters, old house, 3

in a day in Stockport

Commercial Vehicle museum, Leyland, a rare

car-only trip

Glass museum, St Helens

Bolton steam engine

Lakeland for lunch (we didn’t buy anything

in the shop)

Harrogate Xmas lunch

Philharmonic Rooms, Liverpool, listed toilets

Keswick Wetherspoons, in jail

Huddersfield Station with choice of lunch

Nottingham Station

Hull museum

Liverpool museums

Stalybridge Station buffet

Hellifield station, now Shed 24

The future?

Will we miss the Pacers?

Borders Railway

Isle of Bute

Swing bridge at Newcastle

Glasgow Central Station tour

RAF Museums

Manchester Airport

Huddersfield canal

Anderton lift

Aberdeen to Penzance, 48 stops, was

planned and booked for just two of us

around June 21 2020, would have been the

first overnighter, in fact two nights!  Hoping

to resurrect this for the future.

Thanks to the others for their

encouragement, the banter and the

enjoyment.

Below:

The contractor’s base at the former

Shore Cottages UWC at Wilpshire.

Photo: Brian Haworth
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Ramsgreave & Wilpshire Miscellany

Facing page:

Top left:  Sunday 14.40. Service train, Cl58 158817 leading,

DOWN line showing evidence of  poor drainage.

Top right:  clearance work for platform lengthening.

Centre right: P2 pigeon artwork

Centre left: carpark artwork

Bottom left: P1 shelter artwork

Bottom right:P2 shelter artwork

All photos: Peter Eastham, taken Sunday 17 January 2021

A BRIGHTER RAMSGREAVE & WILPSHIRE STATION

Students from Ribblesdale High School, Clitheroe worked to create

artworks which have been installed at Ramsgreave & Wilpshire station.  Working

with Artist Karen Allerton and with a focus on the future, and their careers. the

students travelled by train to Manchester and spoke with passengers about their

career choices and journeys along the line.

Inspired by the silver birch trees surrounding the station and pigeons on

the platforms, they then worked on designs that share their aspirations for the future,

aiming to encourage us to appreciate nature and the planet and to look at careers

which will support a more sustainable future.

Karen also worked with students from Blackburn College who produced

some stunning photograph montages, some from the local Talbot archive and others

taken along the line.  The display in the waiting shelter on platform 1 features local

history, especially the former Wilpshire Orphanage, and that on platform 2 the history

of the train services and the station itself.

The project involved several local groups with the sources and production

of the artwork and photographs, including Child Action Northwest and their Blackburn

Orphanage archive, Singing for the Brain, Alzheimer’s Society Wilpshire Group and

Community Rail Lancashire.

Ribble Valley Rail’s Brian Haworth and Ken Roberts were involved

with the photographic display production, including some of Ken’s own collection of

photos of the old Wilpshire station and goods yard.

Peter Eastham
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Boys’ Days Out       Alan Scholfield

In late 2014 a chance remark about the Settle and Carlisle led to me committing myself

to organising a trip. The others were all madly keen after the first trip.  It soon led to almost

monthly days out within the boundary drawn by Llanelli, Porthmadog, Heysham,

Workington, Glasgow, Aviemore, Newcastle, Bridlington, Goole, Nottingham and Birmingham.

A regular pattern soon developed with a train journey, lunch at Wetherspoons, and a venue

with minimum cost being a driving factor or challenge, although we did enjoy Virgin First

Class at extremely good rates by careful planning.  We also used the odd bus, tram or taxi!

We were usually four in number, very occasionally down to two.  Normally, one wheelchair

was required which influenced the logistics.  Clearly, there have been no trips since March

2020 but we hope they can be resumed later in 2021.

At first, I declared where we were going or even involved the others in the decision.

Then I started to prepare clues for where we were going but some were just not bothered.

Finally it was pure surprise with only the departure station announced to the driver on

leaving Wiswell or Whalley and clues given to just one of the gang.  Often the guard would

ask - “Where are you off to lads?” “Don’t know, ask him, he’s got the tickets.” was the usual

response!

Punctuality and customer service - we never needed to cancel or abort a trip once we

had set off. Within the UK definition of ‘late’, rather than the Swiss one, we did remarkably

well. Occasionally we changed the route seamlessly on the day but the worst case was not

reaching Inverness.  Fortunately, I had also prepared for lunch in Aviemore but we nearly

missed the train back - it taught us to take care with bi-directional platforms!

Staff were always courteous and helpful, particularly with the wheelchair. We did not

need the ramp and only once did I arrange special assistance - superb service crossing

Leeds station in minutes when we were inexperienced. Virgin platform staff at both Preston

and Crewe were always there to support us so well.

Ticket options - All might be different in 2021 but I sense that railway companies will

be reintroducing special offers (with some time restrictions) to get people travelling again.

Essential - Senior Railcard or similar for 33% discount on most tickets.

Useful - make sure you have a Bus Pass for increased flexibility.

Buy three copies of the Clitheroe Advertiser with tokens when the special Northern offer is

on, unlimited travel on all Northern services for just £10. Three tokens buys four adult

tickets. This is usually twice a year in Spring and Autumn.

Buy Advance Tickets for longer journeys, the earlier the better and also look at split tickets.

This means planning well ahead but is worth the risk, even if somebody drops out and

cannot be replaced.  The early morning offers are not as good as they used to be but they

might come back. Sometimes First Class can be cheaper than Standard Class, depending on

the number of tickets already sold and  no problem with moving from standard to first for

dinner approaching Carlisle!

Research Ranger and Rover Tickets, these are not always well publicised outside their

local area but the scope is surprising. There is a full listing available on the National Rail

Enquiries site https://www.nationalrail.co.uk/times_fares/rangers_and_rovers.aspx

including combined rail, bus and steamer options.  Examples are Lancashire Day Ranger,

Northern Explorer 55 West, Ffestiniog Round Robin, Greater Manchester Rail Ranger, Greater

Manchester Wayfarer, Merseyrail Day Saver, North East Round Robin, South Pennine Day
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RVL Viaducts from the air.

120 yd Primrose viaduct crosses

Mearley Brook, just south of

Clitheroe. It was originally

constructed with seven stone arches

and a 160 ft timber span, 63,000 cu

ft of stone and 20 tons of cast iron.

In the 1870s the timber span was

replaced by three stone arches.

O.S. Map Ref 733 406

RVL Viaducts from the air.

Roughly midway between Chatburn

and Rimington is the stone-built

Swanside viaduct consisting of

twelve 30ft spans.

O.S. Map Ref 786 453

RVL Viaducts from the air.

 Just north of Gisburn, Bridge 98,

the 500 ft Stock Beck viaduct

carries the line over a wooded gorge

on eight 40 ft spans, the tallest

towering 96 ft above the beck.

O.S. Map Ref 833 495

All photos: Brian Haworth

Info: A Civil Enginer’s Journey Up The Ribble Valley Line.  Brian Haworth

A Ribble Valley Rail Publication, January 1993
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COLD AND FROSTY AFTERNOONS

Above:

  At 15.15 on the last day of 2020, 156/153 combo looms out of the fog on Langho Bank

with the Manchester Victoria to Clitheroe service. Photo: Brian Haworth

Below:

The sun is setting on a cold January afternoon (15 Jan 2021) as a 158/153 combo passes

Mytton Fold, on the approach to Langho, with a Manchester Victoria service.

 Photo: Brian Haworth
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IT’S TURNED OUT NICE, AGAIN

Above:

A class 70 catches the setting sun as it heads a Mountsorrel - Carlisle stone service, passing

Langho at 15.05 on 6  January 2021. Photo: Brian Haworth

Below:

66792 rolls down Langho Bank at 11.06 on 2 December 2020, heading 6S94,

Wembley Reception Sidings to Irvine Caledonian Paper, china clay slurry service.

Photo: Brian Haworth


